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Third-quarter sales of €26.2 million and 13% 
pro forma growth 
 
Paris, France. Gameloft achieved consolidated sales of €76.5 million for the first nine months of 2008, 
up by 9% from the previous year. The increase in sales is in line with the company's expectations. On a 
comparable exchange rate basis, nine month growth reached 16%. 
 

In € millions 2008 2007 Variation 

1st quarter 25.3 22.7 +11% 

2nd quarter 25.0 23.2 +8% 

3rd quarter 26.2 24.4 +8% 

9-month total 76.5 70.2 +9% 
 
Mobile games accounted for 98% of third quarter sales. The remaining 2% are related to Gameloft’s 
console game business (Nintendo DS, Xbox Live Arcade and Nintendo WiiWare). 
 
Europe represented 41% of sales for the third quarter of 2008, North America 31% and the rest of the 
world 28%. Sales in North America were up 18% on a comparable exchange rate basis which marks a 
sharp improvement in Gameloft's business in this region, partly due to the success of its iPhone games. 
 
Gameloft anticipates its growth rate to accelerate dramatically in the fourth quarter of 2008 thanks to the 
upcoming release of several games for iPhone, N-Gage, Nintendo DS and Nintendo Wii. .  
 
2008 is a turning point in the mobile gaming industry. The major innovations introduced by companies 
such as Apple, Nokia and Google have radically transformed and improved the gaming experience, 
consumption behaviors, as well as the industry's business model. In addition to these innovations in the 
mobile gaming industry, the entire video game industry will have moved towards digital distribution by 
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the end of 2009. Thanks to its unique development capacity and quality of its development studios, 
Gameloft has been one of the rare players able to be systematically present with quality games at the 
release of all of the new platforms recently introduced on the market. Gameloft positioned itself in the 
top ranks as a game publisher for Xbox Live Arcade, Wiiware, iPhone, iPod and N-Gage. This strategy 
of mass market and multiplatform games is now fully bearing fruit and allows the company to weather 
the impact of the worldwide economic slowdown. Today's markers  for growth, iPhone, N-Gage, iPod, 
Wiiware and Xbox Live Arcade, will soon be joined by Google's Android, Nintendo's DSi and Sony's 
PS3 Store in which Gameloft will be present each time with a quality game offering. Therefore, 
Gameloft is positioned to reach its annual financial objectives despite the unfavorable market 
conditions.  
 
In the long term, due to the quality of its development studios, Gameloft is in an ideal position to remain 
within the top ranks worldwide of the mobile telephone gaming market. Moreover, the company will 
continue its fast growth in a market in which it has been investing since 2002 with success and which 
will include nearly 4 billion potential consumers in 20101.  
 
Sales for the fourth quarter of 2008 will be published on 29 January 2009 after the close of the market. 
 

About Gameloft 
Gameloft develops and publishes video games for mobile telephones and consoles worldwide. Gameloft was 
founded in 1999 is is now positioned as one of the most innovating companies in its field. Gameloft designs 
games for telephones incorporating the Java, Brew and Symbian technologies, for which the number of units 
should exceed four billion in 2012. Gameloft games are also available on WiiWare, DS, Microsoft Xbox LIVE 
Arcade, iPod and PCs. 
 
Partnership agreements with major rights holders such as Ubisoft Entertainment, Universal Pictures, ABC, 
Touchtone Television, Dreamworks Animations SKG, Endemol, 20th Century Fox, Viacom, Sony Pictures, 
Warner Bros., FIFPro, Ferrari, Roland-Garros, Gus Hansen, Kobe Bryant, Derek Jeter, Robinho, Reggie Bush, 
Chuck Norris, Patrick Vieira, Christophe Dominici and Jonny Wilkinson allow Gameloft to associate its games 
with very strong international brands. In addition to these brands, Gameloft has its own brands, such as Block 
Breaker Deluxe, Asphalt: Urban GT and New York Nights. 
 
Thanks to agreements with all of the main telecom operators, telephone manufacturers and specialized 
distributors, as well as its www.gameloft.com boutique, Gameloft's games are distributed in 80 countries. 
  
Gameloft has locations in New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Montreal, Mexico, Buenos Aires, Paris, London, 
Koln, Copenhagen, Milan, Madrid, Lisbon, Vienna, Warsaw, Helsinki, Bucharest, New Delhi, Kuala Lumpur, 
Peking, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Seoul, Singapore and Sydney. Gameloft is listed in Compartment B of the Paris 
Stock Exchange (ISIN: FR0000079600, Bloomberg: GFT FP, Reuters: GLFT.PA). 
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For more information, consult www.gameloft.com  
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